
 
The Sacred and the Profane 

  
Understanding the notion of The sacred helps us better understand the religious, 

in offering us insights as to how man practices religión as he does, but to also better 
understand why he does, and that is found only trough the experience of the Sacred. The 
Sacred is having an experience of the “wholly other” or what we have come to 
conceptualize as “God”. It is the whole of the cosmos and we are not able to express 
through in language because there are no words which can fully capture its essence. Thus, 
religious mans’ impulse, in his attempt to catch it and to hold on to it, does so with the 
limited language available to him at the time, and does so out of the felt sense of the 
experience, resulting in a more genuine expression of mythopoetic language, which is 
more real than profane language. Mans’ finitude though cannot capture it in its entirety. 
Man does not choose the religious, he is taken by it; has no say. Religion is the attempt to 
stay connected to the sacred (re-ligare) an attempt to reach beyond our finitude. The 
profane on the other hand is homoguoeneous space; it is utterly more dead and less true 
than the sacred.   
  Eliade then shows us how the symbolic, the ritual, and the mythical are 
reflections of the felt sense of this greater power. A yearning to try to express. Such is 
why the axis mundi for religions, (Islam and Mecca, Judaism and Jerusalem, Roman 
Catholics and the Vatican, or even the Buddhist in his symbol of the Bodhi tree) do not 
reduce to these things.  
 Mans fatal flaw is that he interprets scripture in a profane manner and completely 
forgets why it is that the religious began in the first place. It can get caught up too often 
in abstractions due to the habitual way of using language and interpretation. That it can 
forget about, and push away, the experience of the sacred. This is “true”, in part, of the 
Abrahamic faiths which try to logilicisze and rationalize scripture. Unlightened man, in a 
profane world, can take the sacred as literal and in a rational way, which leads to 
conflicts, contradictions, and even wars over truth. For him whose eyes have not been 
uncovered (aletheia/unconcealment) the world is homoguenous and utterly dead. Only 
religious man, again true religious man, as in the re-connecting to the wholly other, “the 
cosmos lives and speaks”. 
 We must then reorient our impulse towards the religious,” as a need to be oriented 
to the sacred rather than the true or real”. Need to understand that as man we try to 
rationalize the sacred and that we are ultimately always pulled into the religious and often 
trying to reach beyond our finitude. This is shown in trying to understand and know the 
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unknown. Hence the arise of religions, philosophies, sciences, education, etc. These are 
all examples of our vulnerability as beings. 
 By better understanding our impulse to the religious we can see how not to 
approach religion and get tangled in things which will not reconnect us to the primordial 
that is the experience. Religion kills itself in that it attains closure by clinging to truths 
and what is right and they deny themselves inquiry, and in most cases can be quite 
disconnected to the power of the sacred. This is ironic if indoctrination and rationalizing 
scripture, deny themselves the very primordialcy out of which religion arose, which was 
through an awakening epiphany into the experience of the sacred. 
 By not questioning scripture and not being invited to question them we forget to 
ask the crucial question of why it is that scripture was something that man needed to get 
out? One can focus too much on the profane aspect that religion has come to be that one 
shuns it all together because of the rational inconsistencies that we might find in trying to 
make sense of it all. The sense of the sacred is essential to us to our orientation and our 
meaningfulness. By freeing ourselves from doctrinal and ideological truths we can move 
toward a “sophisticated innocence”, freeing us at the same time, from many prejudices 
that we might have that cut us off indefinitely from the sacred, “the Wholly other”. 
 
This is pretty good, but it does not touch base nearly enough with Eliade which was 
the point of the question in getting to the issues you raise.  Re read the question:  
Eliade: How does the notion of the sacred provide a way of understanding the religious? 
What is homo religiosus? What kind of experience is this and how is it a more basic 
condition of possibility for all the world religions with their conflicting truths about and 
approaches to the sacred? Include the ideas of Hierophany, Ritual, Myth, Symbols, 
Sacred Space and time, and Axis Mundi in your account of religion as a deep 
engagement with the sacred. Discuss the Pickard Comment, Note, and Question. What is 
the ironic predicament we are in with regard to the sacred and the true? Why do our 
beliefs about the sacred and our refusal to question them ironically prevent us from 
connecting with the sacred? 
 
Need to engage Eliade more.  Nonetheless, you raise a lot of important issues.  Some 
of them could be more complete and better articulated.  See some of the A papers on 
line. 
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